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Summary 

An unhappy circle (known only as "it") searches for its missing piece, and as it rolls it sings a song: "Oh I'm lookin'
for my missin' piece/ I'm lookin' for my missin' piece/ Hi-dee-ho, here I go,/ Lookin' for my missin' piece."

Guidelines for Philosophical Discussion by Jason Wu, modified by Leo Heska

This book raises important questions about the nature of happiness. "It" feels that finding its Missing Piece will make it
happy. After finding a seemingly perfect Missing Piece, however, it discovers that it can no longer enjoy many of its
favorite activities-it now rolls by too quickly for a butterfly to land atop it, it cannot stop to talk to a beetle or smell a
flower, and it can no longer sing coherently.

In our lives, we often also feel that finding our own Missing Piece-whatever it may be-will make us happy. However,
after we find our own Missing Pieces we see a new set of desires and problems arise. This becomes a never ending
search for an illusory Missing Piece that leads to unhappiness. According to the book, real satisfaction lies in rejecting
the idea that there is one certain thing that will make us happy. In the end, "it" realizes this and abandons its Missing
Piece. After doing so, it immediately starts looking for its Missing Piece again, now armed with the knowledge that it
is the quest that brings it fulfillment and not the attainment of the object itself.

The book also raises questions about the nature of our identities. The Missing Piece tells "it" that it (the piece) can
belong to someone else and still be itself-even if the Missing Piece is subsumed into "it," the piece can still retain an
independent identity. Children also possess multiple identities. They are students, musicians, and athletes, and they can
have these identities while still maintaining a conception of an individual self. The goal of the discussion here would
be to help them identify the various hats they wear on a day to day basis and try to see how they fit together to form
their personal identity.

Questions for Philosophical Discussion from Teaching Children Philosophy website, modified and augmented by
Leo Heska

Topic: Literature

The book starts with the line "It was missing a piece." Ask these optional questions immediately after reading the first
line of the book.

1. What is "it?"
2. Did we skip some pages? Are there some pages missing?
3. Is it the book that is missing a piece?
4. Are you happy about the way the book starts? [You can explain that some people like to know what's going on,

when they read.]
5. How can we understand a book if we don't even know the first thing about it? [Kids might answer "keep

reading."]

Topic: Happiness

It is unhappy, unsatisfied without its Missing Piece.

1. Is it happy before it finds its Missing Piece?
2. Did it do things that seem like happy things? Things you would be happy to do, if you did them?
3. What does it enjoy doing?
4. Is it happy after it finds its Missing Piece?



5. Why did it keep on looking for its Missing Piece even after it left the one that fit perfectly?

Topic: Independence

The Missing Piece says to it, "I can be someone's and still be my own."

1. Are you independent, or do you belong to someone else?
2. Does anyone help you? Give you things you need?
3. Could you live all by yourself?
4. Can you rely on other people and still be independent?
5. Do you need other people to be happy?
6. What does "lonesome" mean? Did you ever feel lonesome?
7. Are you ever alone without being lonesome?
8. Did you ever feel lonesome when there were other people around?
9. Is a family a thing?

10. Are you part of a family?
11. Would your family be missing a piece without you?
12. How is a family different from a person?

Topic: Self, identity

It feels incomplete without its missing piece. Children have multiple attributes, that could be thought of as "pieces."

1. Is there only one thing that you "are"? Or are you more than one thing, more than one kind of person?
2. What are some of the things you are? [Figure on getting boy/girl, dancer, musician, artist, kid, American, left-

handed...]
3. If you called one of those things [pick an example like "musician" here] a "piece" of you, would you be different

without it?
4. Would you still be whole, or complete, without that missing piece?
5. Would you still be the same person without that missing piece?
6. Could you fill the empty place with something else, like with a different piece?
7. When you learn to do something new, do you become a different person? Or a new person?
8. Do you get bigger when you learn to do something new? [One example: learning a new language. "I am a

Spanish speaker."]

Topic: Quest

It finds that it is happiest when searching for the Missing Piece.

1. Why did it let go of its Missing Piece?
2. Does it like searching for the Missing Piece?
3. What does it do, and what happens to it, while it looks for the Missing Piece?
4. Does it have a destination? Does it have a goal?
5. Tell how it feels before, during and after it is with the piece.
6. Does it have fun traveling while it has its piece?
7. Did you ever travel anywhere?
8. Whom did you travel with?
9. Was it fun?

10. Were they fun?
11. Have you ever gone anywhere and wished you had someone along with you? Whom?
12. Have you ever done something, or gone somewhere, with a person, and wished they were not with you?
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